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In recent times if you are engaged in some work involving lifting procedures then there is need to
take into account the health and safety needs. Meeting health and safety needs for the employees
or fellow workers is compulsory by the law. Heavy and small lifting jobs require lifting gear hire.
Such equipments can help meet the highest levels of safety standards. There are various types of
lifting gear available in the market. All of these have specialised functions. For small projects or
special requirements constructors or manufacturers like the concept of lifting gear hire. When you
hire a lifting gear the initial expenses involved in purchasing these sophisticated equipments can be
saved. With the hiring concept gaining popularity among people many companies are offering their
lifting gears for hire. But how to know whether you have made the right choice of equipment for the
given job? There are some tips that will help you make a good decision.

â€¢	Need: You should consider type of the job. What is the shape, size or weight of the load that needs
to be moved? Ponder over other questions such as: where will it be moved? Will it be lifted inside or
outside? Will the load be lifted from a height? Try to find answers to these set of questions before
moving forward.

â€¢	Requirements: If your job involves heavy lifting or industrial lifting then you have to abide by the
health and safety regulations. When you are performing such jobs you will need to compare the
shape, size and weight of the objects being lifted against the equipmentâ€™s carrying capacity to make
sure you have selected the right tools for the job. There is also need to consider whether the
operation of the lifting gear hire requires any type of special training. Such training is required in
many instances for the operators.

â€¢	Magnitude of Jobs: If the job at hand is small but cannot be taken care of by hand then you can
hire equipments such as mechanical pump or jack. You will still have to make sure that right variety
of jack is hired for the job. Reputed companies such as PDQ Lifting offer expert advices. Their
experts will understand the lifting job and then suggest the suitable equipments. Suppose you have
to lift a load high in the air then there is need to hire a powerful jack. Strength of jack can be less
when a load is lifted and moved to a small distance at ground level.

â€¢	Heavy Lifting Requirements: If you are looking to lift a heavy item then hydraulic pumps or jacks
should be definitely used. These equipments can lift varying quantities of weight depending on the
ratings in the equipments. When you are looking for lifting gear hire make sure the ratings of jacks
are carefully seen. If the jacks do not meet the desired ratings then you are liable for health and
safety breach.

Always use reputed companies such as PDQ Lifting for your lifting gear hire needs. They have a
large stock of lifting equipments and a fair amount of experience in the field. Their large stocks will
mean you can meet the health and safety regulations. The hiring charges at PDQ Lifting will
definitely leave you happy.
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PDQ Lifting is a reputed company offering various types of a lifting gear hire and for sale. They have
been in the industry for over a decade now.
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